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Bunny Planter
EASY CROCHET



102 sts / 50cm

68 rows / 30 cm

102 sts

67 rows

COLOUR SCHEDULE

FRONT

BACK

CORAL

PINK

LAVENDER

PERIWINKLE

CLEARWATER

NILE BLUE

AQUA

BOTTLE GREEN

MINT

NATURAL

WHITE

BLACK

HEDGE GREEN

RED

YELLOW
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This is a picture jacquard motif knitting technique, so the yarn is 
twisted around each other in the back of the knitting when 
changing colours.  The front and back have different picture 
designs, and the design is finished off with Iron on Stones & Studs 
to add some extra Christmas sparkle, while tassels are added to the 
corners for some extra festivity.

MEASUREMENTS  

ONE SIZE

Length 30cm

Width 50cm

YARN REQUIRED 
Makr ORGANIC COTTON Yarn 100g balls

Col 1 – Coral
Col 2 – Pink
Col 3 – Lavender
Col 4 - Periwinkle
Col 5 - Clearwater
Col 6 - Nile Blue
Col 7 - Aqua
Col 8 - Bottle Green
Col 9 - Mint
Col 10 - Natural
Col 11 - White
Col 12 - Black
Col 13 - Hedge Green
Col 14 - Red
Col 15 - Yellow
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DIFFICULTY 

NEEDLES AND EQUIPMENT:
5mm knitting needles
Wool needle for sewing in ends
Polyester Cushion Insert 30cm x 50cm
Sullivan’s Iron On Stone & Studs 5mm

TENSION:
5mm needles: 19st x 23 rows stst = 10cm x 10cm.

KNITTING ABBREVIATIONS:
k knit
p purl
st(s) stitche(s)
stst stocking stitch or stockinette stitch (alternately  
 knit 1 row, purl 1 row)

CUSHION 
FRONT & BACK

Start with Colour 15.

Cast on 102 sts.

Starting on the Right Side work stst, following the colour 
changes on the picture graph for Front & Back until you have 
68 rows on the front and 67 rows on the back.

Cast off.

TO FINISH
Join Front and Back at the Bottom.
Align the bound-off edges of each piece with the Right 
Sides facing you.  Starting at one side side your needle 
under both legs of the first knit stitch, just underneath the 
bound-off edge.  Then repeat the same motion on the first 
stitch on the mirroring side.  Work back and forth ein this 
manner along the seam.

Joining Front and Back at the Sides
Use the Vertical invisible Seaming method to join the sides.
Place cushion inside.

Close off Front and Back seams at the Top
Use the same seam technique described for the Bottom.

TASSELS:
To make tassell wrap Col 14 yarn around the palm of hand 
about 50 times to make a skein.  Take skein off the hand, and 
secure one end by wrapping a thread around several times, 
and tie a secure knot, leaving about 2cm loops at the edge.
Trim the other end.

IRON ON STONES AND STUDS
Position where you want sparkly stones, and iron on 
following the instructions on the packaging.

Please use only the yarn specified. Another yarn 
is likely to yield different results. Quantities are 
approximate as knitting styles may vary between 
knitters. Check the ball bands to ensure all yarn is 
from the same dye lot.

#P343
INTERMEDIATE KNIT

Christmas Cushion

NOTE: This pattern is written in British English. All measurements in 
charts and instructions are in cm. For conversion from centimetres 
to inches please divide by 2.5cm. Please be aware that there are 
different terms for crocheting and knitting in American and British 
English, if in doubt, we’ve included a list of common abbreviations.
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